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As it began! The origin and threat of globalization
Lost of paradise - travelers enlarge medieval horizons - seafarers discover the "rest of the world" and start trading - import of goods and
epidemics - industrialization blows up the world - mankind becomes mobile - aristocratic societies are replaced by democracies - humans change their place in their selfunderstanding - racism is born and creates imperialism - fight against imported epidemics brings enormous knowledge in medicine - importance of expeditions.
On an glimpse: Famous expeditioners, social scientific, po/itical events in the years 1850-1920

Robert Koch, discoverer of anthrax, escapes his
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Robert Koch cultivates pure Bacillus anthracis - mi//ions of lasses - without treatment anthrax kills even today - the Jour postulates of Henle
and Koch - Rudolph Virchow, the Germ an Science Pope of his tim es, refuses Koch's discoveries - discovery of the bacil/us of tuberculosis, the
threat and sourge of the century - expeditions to fight against plaques.
On a glimpse: Anthrax, tuberculosis
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Birth of the German "Colonial Empire"· April 241h 1884
Austrian frigate ship "Novara" on travel around the world - internationalization of expeditions - Bismarck breaks his rejection to establish
German colonies - pioneer Rochus Schmidt drinks own blood, when severely wounded - reporter of the "Cölln Journal" without health- or
live-insurance among cannibals - the Neven-du-Mont mountain - abuse of power by colonial officers - good old and colonial England gives
in 1912 the advice to Germany: do not take colonies.
On a glimpse: Leeches, hidden vampirs

Expeditions into the empire of Plagues in early times of Globalisation and Global warming

4.
Bernhard Nocht gets his Institute for Tropical diseases at Hamburg - medical doctors in colonial services, their risks and income - short cuts in Health Services - Robert Koch stimulates public interests in tropical expeditions - malaria the deadly
poisonous cloud over the lovely tropics - foundation of Tropical Institutes everywhere: France, England, USA etc.
On a glimpse: Malaria, chinine = quinine
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Advertising for colonial tourism and the "Erika travel typing machine" - tests for expedition equipment - German army helmet as prototype of tropical helmets - Agar-Agar in kitchen and laboratory - copyrights on expedition photos - survival rule: keep quiet and remain
emotionless - Dr. Kade's tropical pharmacy- life style on ship - native soldiers (askari) give protection to expeditions.
On a glimpse: Protection from blood sucking arthropods
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Koch's expeditions to Egypt and lndia - new culture media decide the scientific race with French scientists from Pasteur's institute - proof
of agents of cholera disease in drinking water - with the train to Darjeeling highlands - von Pettenkofer is not convinced about Koch's
discovery and tries to show harmlessnes of cholera bacteria by self-infection-experiments.
On a glimpse: Cholera, trachoma
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The medical doctors Steuber and Fülleborn - scalpels and guns - doctors to the front- antimalaria drink: quinine and juice of wild lemons
- blood probes from aggressive natives - Berlin painter on expedition - spitting snakes - biological research on volatile floats.
On a glimpse: Blindness caused by snakes
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Presentation of tuberculin-treatment - Koch becomes an international star - mid-life crisis- Koch falls in love with a teenager - the tuberculin crisis - lndia calls for help - epidemic of plaque ""rush for the discovery of plaque in Hong Kong - proof of the agent of disease - flea
as vector of plaque - the German plaque expedition in lndia - also "felix Austria" sends an expedition that "imports" plaque to Vienna measurements to protect harbours from the "import" of infected rats and fleas - plaque in German East Africa -fight in Germ an East Africa
against cattle diseases - Germany sends a zeppelin-airship to transport quinine to Africa.
On a glimpse: Plaque
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malaria front in New Guinea
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Studies of French, Jtalian and English physicians bring breaking news onto the mosaique of malaria knowledge - Koch organizes a German
malaria expedition to Papua New Guinea - social sensation in the Germany colony: elder scientists is accompanied by "sexy" actress - experiments on quinine-prophylaxis - immunity to malaria - Koch's Geysir - what are man-eater? - Parkinson and his lethal disease - venera
diseases of natives - Salvarsan, the hope for the tropics.
On a glimpse: Malaria, framboesia, syphilis
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Robert Koch infected as weil
Dempwolff continues malaria research and treatment in New Guinea - Koch suffers severely from malaria recidive - invitation of the English Government to study horse sickness and cattle fever - thoughts on jealousy of friends and
competitors - award of the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 1905 - new expedition plans on sleeping sickness still "topsecret".
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First case of Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease in N
German navy and expedition ship "Möve" - trepanations in the Pacific just to moderate headache - Jever misinterpreted - Dr. Stephan's
and missionaries deaths - patient in New Guinea with symptoms of disease described 15 years later in Germany by Creutzfeldt.
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Sleeping sickness expedition to German East Africa
Sleeping sickness enters German protectorate East Africa - Germany sends an medical expedition under the guidance of Robert Koch Mrs. Koch gets malaria - according to the findings of Sir David Bruce, who described Nagana sleeping sickness of cattle, the Germans
look for the agent of human sleeping sickness - work and living conditions in the field are hard - success is poor at the beginning - crocodiles are reservoir hosts - the tsetse-fly are now confirmed vectors - the German Atoxyl is successfully used as treatment on recommendation of the Liverpool Tropical Medical School - Atoxyl shows severe side effects, but saves thousands, who would have died - Robert Koch
coming back from the expedition becomes "public star" - Bayer's Germanin B 205 Suramin becomes drug of choice saving millions of
people until now.
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On a glimpse: Sleeping sickness, tungiasis
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Opening of Japan to European culture and human medicine - Kitasato comes in tauch with German physicians - research stage at Berlin discovery of agents oftetanus and plaque -fight against tuberculosis - Koch and Kitasato "produce" schools of excellent scientists working
worldwide.
On a glimpse: Tetanus, diphtheria, yellow fever
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In memory Shibasaburo Kitasato A contribution by Professors Takayuki Mori and Satoshi Omura Kitasa o University, Tokyo, Japan
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Foundation charters steamer for explorations
General plan for the Hamburg-South Sea-Expedition - Fülleborn, the filaria/ warm specialist, directs the expedition in the first year - "armed" with only 105 bullets traveling into the inner of the nowhere - numerous filarial infections in the whole native popu/ation - second
expedition year {1904 - 1909) directed by Krämer - strict management even at table - females on board - archaeologic sensation on
Lölö.
On a glimpse: Tropical Elephantiasis
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As ophthalmologist and dermatologist in the South Seas - evere infections with filar
Koch's pupils Alfred Leber and Stanislaus von Prowazek go south and become infected by fi/ariasis - first discoveries in
important tropical eye and skin diseases - make the tropics crazy? - death of von Prowazek - famous painter No/de gets in contact with
explorers, becomes romantic and plans participation in expeditions.
On a glimpse: Gonorrhea

peditions into the empire of Plagues in early times of Globalisation and Global warming
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Last German expedition to New Guinea with famous expressionistic painter Emil Nolde

317

Why does the population die in the "paradise" of South Seas? - tropical diseases everywhere - Ludwig Külz becomes a renown researcher
and physician in the "dschungle"- ophthalmologist and expedition chief Leber cannot avoid death of expedition participants - famous
painter Emil No/de works gun-protected -famous tropica/ agricu/tura/ expert Georg Zwanzger becomes station /eader and expeditioner physicians, agriculturists and even poets become prisoners of war.
On a glimpse: Onchocerciasis, typhoid fever
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Assassination in Sarajevo - World War 1and the end of the German Colonial Period

363

World shocked by war - English troops seize the German South Sea-protectorates - German money has no more value - German scientists,
painters and expeditioners are driven in the wind and die abroad - painter Nolde is hold in Port Said.
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Expedition members on the run

369

New walking line in expeditions - expeditioners are eaten up - others become prisoners of war of the British or are on the run hiding
among native population - bitter finding of the end of the war: lass of all reports and equipment - expeditioners accused by the British
administrator - other expeditioners manage to escape by canoe - escape to Germany via USA - others make their way to Sumatra and join
the German Army as medical staff - death due lause born spotted fever - fate of painter No/de and its dream of the Sauth Sea - Leber is
lost - British Military lnte/ligence opens fundus 75 years /ater and brings news on the Guinea expeditions - but much experience is lost for
ever - in Second Wor/d War fate of lost expeditioners is repeated.
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Kuru - the "laughing death", legacy of the colonial age?
and bovine spongious encephalopathy (BSE) - the threat of our days

383

"Whirling disease" known since lang in New Guinea - later Nobel Prize winner Gajdusek describes "shaking disease" locally called "kuru"
among cannibals - hidden movie of cannibalism - cannibalism also among World War II troops - symptoms of BSE, kuru, scrapie and von
Creutzfeldt-Jakob-Disease are identical - what are the infectious agents? - last case of kuru in New Guinea - really for ever?
On a glimpse: Prions and related encephalopathic diseases -
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Nhat is still relevant today? Are there new threats from globalization and global warming?
Yes, yes, yes ... .....we are walking on thin ice.
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Old scourges became demystificated - what are threats of today - which are diseases that lure at the gates of Europe and North America
or have they already entered? - have malaria and leishmaniasis a chance? - what about AIDS, SARS, Bird flu, Human Influenza, Pig (=new)
flu, Yellow fever or Dengue- and West Nile fever? Has Crimean-Congo-fever a chance? Blue tongue disease: from 0 to 100 in one year.
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